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New hands, new life: robots, prostheses and innovation.
Book written by Holland Bloorview staff:
Jan Andrysek
Summary
This book covers how advances in science and technology have
made it possible for people with physical disabilities to overcome
challenges.

WE172 .M53

Mihailidis, Alex. Firefly Books, 2017. 63 pages.

The power of kindness: why empathy is essential in everyday
life.
Summary
Based, in part, on Dr. Brian Goldman's personal search around
the world, from Canada to Brazil, India to Japan, to rediscover
and rekindle his own capacity for caring by meeting with and
learning from those whose stories teach and inspire us to become
our best selves. With his trademark honesty and keen powers of
observation, Goldman looks at how he and his colleagues
struggle in the fast-paced, high-stress world of hospital medicine
to be kind to patients and families.

BF575 .E55 G64

Goldman, Brian. HarperCollins Publishers Ltd, [2018]. 309 pages.

What happens next.
Summary
Advanced picture book told through first-person narrative and
graphic novel style panels. What Happens Next is a raw, realistic
story told by an unnamed protagonist who feels different from
everybody else, like she doesn't quite fit in. Bullied by a girl at
school, our narrator gives a terse script of the related facts and
emotions. At school the next day, the narrator confronts the bully
by spinning her "weirdo" obsession with science into an
opportunity to find common ground, and maybe help the bully see
the world in a new way. Spare illustrations in a limited palette of
blues and greens convey feeling alone even in the hustle and
bustle of a crowded schoolyard.

BF637 .B85 H83

Hughes, Susan. Owlkids Books, 2018. 40 pages.

Clueless? Not! : empowering students with financial savvy.
Contents
Introduction -- Educational stage -- Budgeting -- Borrowing money
for your education -- Canada student loans -- Provincial student
loan programs -- Part-time students -- Bank loans -- Dare to
compare: government loans vs student loans -- Bank services -Credit cards -- Credit reports -- Payback -- Job tips -- Conclusion - Learning the lingo -- Survey.
Smiley, Jennifer.

Cynerje Books,1999. xiv, 121 pages.

HG179 .S64
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From surviving to thriving: a mother’s journey through
infertility, loss and miracles.
Summary
After living through an emotionally turbulent journey of infertility
and the birth of one son, Fabiana was thrilled to discover that she
was pregnant again, this time with twins. She did not expect to
encounter a tumultuous road until she was told that one of her
twins had no chance of survival. Then, only weeks later, she gave
birth prematurely. Her surviving twin spent months in a neonatal
care unit and later became a child with special needs.

HQ759.913 .B32

Bacchini, Fabiana. BurmanBooks Media Corp., 2017. 170 pages.

Chicken soup for the soul: best mom ever! : 101 stories of
gratitude, love and wisdom.
Contents
1. Mom to the rescue -- 2. Adventures with mom -- 3. Wise words -- 4.
Always there for me -- 5. The strength of a mother -- 6. A grandmother's
love -- 7. My role model -- 8. By heart, not by blood -- 9. Maternal miracles
-- 10. A mother's legacy.

HQ759 .C44

Newmark, Amy. Chicken Soup for the Soul LLC, [2017]. ix, 353 pages.

Letter to Louis.
Summary
This is a memoir about a mother's love for her son. It is addressed
to Louis. It is also a memoir about hope - hope in others, hope in
systems, and hope for the future.

HQ759.913 .W42

White, Alison. Faber & Faber, 2018. 343 pages.

My world, your world and our world in between: listen, learn
and love.
Summary
My World, Your World and Our World In Between is the second
collection of stories, poems, songs, artwork and photographs from
an extraordinary, Toronto-based, community of people who
support or who are faced with extreme challenges due to
disability.

HV903 .M9

Bickford, Robert, 1982-, compiler. Life Rattle Press, 2018.
205 pages.

Representing disability in an ableist world: essays on mass
media.
Contents
The changing landscape of disability "news": blogging and social
media lead to more diverse sources of information -- Researching
media images of disability: how content analysis provides a
method for assessment -- Changing disability terminology in the
news -- Not worth keeping alive? New York times narratives about
assisted suicide -- Autism and inclusive education in the news
media: Hartmann v. Loudon County Board of Education: a case
study -- Disability media tell their own stories -- Pity as oppression

HV1553 .H34
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in the Jerry Lewis Telethon -- The new phase of disability humor
on tv -- Media advocacy and films: the "Million dollar baby" effect - Advertising boldly moves disability images.
Haller, Beth A. The Advocado Press, Inc., c2010. ix, 208 pages.
The disability studies reader.
Davis, Lennard J., 1949- editor. Routledge, 2017. xv, 554 pages.
HV1568.2 .D58

The family guide to disability and personal finances: an
engaging and comprehensive book for families and their
advisors.
Summary
The book gives readers a roadmap through the financial
complexities of disability. Information regarding social assistance,
family support, laws, trusts, tax credits, RDSPs, investing saving,
estate planning and how they all fit together can be found in the
book.

KE787 .A72

Arbuckle, Ed. Tellwell, 2018. 248 pages.

Inspiring possibilities estate planning guide: a tax, benefit,
trusts, and wills toolkit for Ontarians with disabilities.
Summary
Written by legal, tax and accounting professionals who specialize
in supporting people who have a disability and their loved ones,
the book provides pertinent information on various topics including
Will and Trust planning, consent, capacity and legal decisionmaking, the Ontario Disability Support Program, the Disability Tax
Credit and the Registered Disability Savings Plan.

KE787 .P66

Pooran, Brendon. Community Living Ontario, [2017]. 111 pages.

Ade's amazing Ade-ventures: battle of the cyborg cat.
Summary
Ade, a nine-year-old boy with iron brace on his left leg, is the new
kid on his street. That's not easy when you look different to
everyone else. Then he meets the Parsons Road Gang and
everything changes...
Adepitan, Ade. Studio Press, 2018. 169 pages.

PZ7 .A33
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Kristina with a K.
Summary
Coming home late one evening after smoking pot in the park with
her friends, the seventeen-year-old Kristina doesn’t hear the
approach of a freight train as she walks beside the railway tracks
listening to her IPod. Grazed by the speeding train and thrown
into a culvert onto her head, she is discovered by a passerby the
next morning, unconscious and close to death … and so begins
the exciting and moving story of Kristina. Kristina boldly forges a
new identity and a new life living with disabilities. This novel will
inspire people of all abilities to tackle their own personal
challenges with hope, resolve and courage!

PZ7 .H86

Hunter, Heather Anne. Hunterbooks.ca, [2016]. 183 pages.

Yoga for the special child: a therapeutic approach for infants
and children with Down syndrome, cerebral palsy, autism
spectrum disorders, and learning disabilities.
Sumar, Sonia. Special Yoga Publications, 1998, 2013 xii, 251 pages.

QT255 .S95

My belly has two buttons.
Contents
Do you know a child with a feeding tube? Are you curious about
feeding tubes? Are you new to the tubie community? Is it difficult
to talk with others who are not part of the tubie community? Do
you wish you could help others understand about feeding tubes in
a fun and easy way?

WB410 .L43

Lee, Meikele. Publishing our Children's Stories, Jessica Butler, 2016.
14 pages.

Life span motor development.
Contents
Part I. Introduction to Motor Development -- Part II. Physical
Growth and Aging -- Part III. Development of Motor Skills Across
the Life Span -- Part IV. Perceptual-Motor Development -- Part V.
Functional Constraints to Motor Development -- Part VI.
Interaction of Exercise Task and Structural Constraints.

WE103 .H39

Haywood, Kathleen. Human Kinetics, [2014]. xx, 426 pages.

Duchenne muscular dystrophy.
Emery, Alan E. H., Oxford University Press, 2015. ix, 308 pages.
WE559 .E43 2015
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See the hope.
Summary
This book was written by an individual with Angelman syndrome
to describe her communication journey. She is a 12 year old girl
who feels and thinks even though her body can't show it. People
with Angelman syndrome have complex communication needs.
Angelman syndrome is only a small part of who she is as a
person. Rylee started this book at 9 years old and finished three
years later. This book is intended for you to see the hope.

WL340.2 .T56

Tipton, Rylee, [publisher not identified], 2018. 65 pages.
Neuro-developmental treatment: a guide to NDT clinical
practice.
Contents
Neuro-developmental treatment : definitions and philosophical
foundations -- Neuro-developmental treatment practice theory
assumptions and principles : an overview -- Neuro-developmental
treatment practice and the ICF model -- Application of a posture
and movement model in practice -- Neuro-developmental
treatment practice model -- Information gathering -- Examination - Evaluation and developing the plan of care -- NeuroDevelopmental treatment intervention : a session view -- Cerebral
palsy -- Neuro-developmental treatment assumptions of motor
dysfunction : stroke and adult-onset hemiplegia -- Motor control -Motor learning -- Motor development -- Neuroplasticity and
recovery -- The practice of occupational therapy from a neurodevelopmental treatment perspective -- The practice of speechlanguage pathology from a neuro-developmental treatment
perspective.

WL390 .B53

Bierman, Judith C., Thieme, [2016]. xx, 553 pages.

Mental health and pain: somatic and psychiatric components
of pain in mental health.
Marchand, Serge, 1957- , editor.

Springer, [2014]. viii, 307 pages.

WL704 .M46

Pain assessment and pharmacologic management.
Pasero, Chris. Mosby/Elsevier, c2011. xiv, 880 pages.
WL704 .P37
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The sensory detective curriculum: discovering sensory
processing and how it supports attention, focus and
regulation skills.
Contents
1. Sensory processing and sensations -- 2. Let's look at the
nervous system -- 3. Assessment -- 4. Self-discovery -- 5.
Identifying sensory processing disorders -- 6. How can we support
people with sensory processing disorders? -- 7. Moving forward
together.

WL710 .A68

Aquilla, Paula. Sensory World, 2016. x, 183 pages.

Occupational therapy practice guidelines for children and
youth with challenges in sensory integration and sensory
processing.
Watling, Renee. American Occupational Therapy Association, c2018.

WL710 .O22

xix, 31, [55] pages.

Purpose high: living with autism.
Sansalone, Mirian T. Tellwell, 2017. viii, 194 pages.
WM203.5 .S26

Understanding Rett syndrome: a practical guide for parents,
teachers, and therapists.
Published under the editorial supervision of Ludwig Boltzmann
Institute for Research on Brain Damage in Children, Vienna,
Austria.

WS107 .L56

Lindberg, Barbro. Hogrefe, c2006. xiv, 187 pages.

Rett syndrome.
Contents
1. The diagnosis of Rett syndrome -- 2. The natural history of Rett
syndrome -- 3. The clinical genetics of Rett syndrome -- 4. Genetic
sources of variation in Rett syndrome -- 5. Cognition, communication and
behavior in individuals with Rett syndrome -- 6. Motor abnormalities in Rett
syndrome -- 7. Orthopedic issues in Rett syndrome -- 8. Sleep issues in
Rett syndrome -- 9. Epilepsy in Rett syndrome -- 10. Breathing
abnormalities in Rett syndrome -- 11. Growth, feeding and nutrition, and
bone health in Rett syndrome -- 12. Molecular complexities of MeCP2
function in Rett syndrome -- 13. The neurobiology of Rett syndrome -- 14.
Treatments for Rett syndrome -- 15. Rehabilitation in Rett syndrome -- 16.
Perspectives in Rett syndrome: where we are and where we should go.

Kaufmann, Walter, editor. Mac Keith Press, 2017.
xxv, 225 pages, 4 unnumbered pages of plates.

WS107 .R47
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Food chaining: the proven 6-step plan to stop picky eating,
solve feeding problems, and expand your child's diet.
Contents
Could a health problem be causing my child's picky or problem eating? -Is my child getting adequate nutrition? Does she have food allergies? -Does my child have a problem with eating skills? -- Why does my child
refuse certain foods? -- How can I stop the mealtime battles and other
negative behaviors? -- How do I get my child to try new foods? -- Prechaining: a precautionary care program for infants -- Special chains for
children with special needs

WS130 .F72

Fraker, Cheri. Da Capo/Life Long, c2007. xxxvi, 374 pages.

Finnie's handling the young child with cerebral palsy at
home.
Bower, Eva. Butterworth Heinemann, 2009. xvii, 421 pages.

WS342 .F5 2009

Reading research: a user-friendly guide for health
professionals.
Summary
This practical beginner-level introduction to health sciences
research is ideal for both students and health professionals. It
assumes the reader has little or no experience with analyzing
published research, and provides guidelines for reading and
understanding research articles, as well as information about
important elements of published research (e.g., research
methods, common terminology, data analysis and results). The
book also briefly discusses how research results can be used and
applied to practice.

WY20.5 .D38

Davies, Barbara. Mosby Canada, 2017. x, 85 pages.

Contemporary occupational health nursing: a guide for
practitioners.
Contents
An introduction to occupational health nursing / Greta Thornbory &
Susanna Everton -- Public health / Kate Kyne -- Leadership / Christina
Butterworth -- Health promotion and health protection / Siân Hogg -Health surveillance / Susanna Everton -- Health assessment, case
management and rehabilitation / Lorraine Anderson-Cole, Susanna
Everton, Sarah Mogford , Diane Romano-Woodward and Greta Thornbory
-- Mental health / Anna Harrington, Libby Morley & Glyn Morris -Management of OH services / Andy Phillips -- Epidemiology and research
/ Diane Romano-Woodward -- Quality assurance and auditing / Sarah
Mogford & Lucy Kenyon.

Thornbory, Greta, editor. Routledge, 2018. xx, 238 pages.

WY141 .C66

